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Abstract

China is a very active country in building energy diplomacy relations towards Russia. Since the end of the Cold War, the intensity of energy relations between the two countries has been increasing, one of which is related to the Eastern Siberian pipeline project. The Eastern Siberian pipeline project is a strategic project for China to maintain the stability of their energy security in the future. This is what makes China under the leadership of Xi Jinping, increasingly seeking to improve their energy diplomacy relations towards Russia in an effort to develop the Eastern Siberian pipeline project which includes two major projects, specifically oil pipeline through the Eastern Siberian Pacific Ocean (ESPO) and the natural gas pipeline through the Power of Siberia. Using qualitative research methods and literature reviews, the authors sought to provide an in-depth analysis of China’s implementation of energy diplomacy against Russia in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline. China’s energy diplomacy towards Russia is part of efforts to diversify China’s energy imports many involving actors of China’s national energy companies. This research also proves that energy cooperation relationships are not only built within bilateral frameworks but also in multilateral frameworks as part of China-Russia efforts to accelerate the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline.
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INTRODUCTION

China is growing into a major country in the 21st century with rapidly growing industries and economies. The situation makes China increasingly need more energy supplies to support its national economic and industrial growth. The energy security dilemma has become a challenge for China when its national energy production cannot meet its national energy consumption needs.
International Energy Agency (IEA) data shows that China's crude oil energy consumption in 2015 reached 560 million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe). The consumption increased rapidly compared to China's crude oil energy consumption in 1978, which only reached 91 Mtoe. This situation shows that China has experienced a rapid growth in crude oil energy consumption in recent decades. In 2015, about 61% of China's crude oil energy needs came from their share of energy imports (Dong et al., 2016).

In other energy sectors, the China’s natural gas sector consumption growth has also been increasing. This can be seen with China's natural gas consumption reaching 233.5 billion cubic meters (bcm) in 2017 (Jianhong, 2018). When compared to China's natural gas consumption in 2000 which only reached 25.3 bcm and in 2014 which increased to 185.5 bcm, this situation shows that China has experienced a very drastic increase in natural gas consumption (Xin Li, 2015: 5-7). This situation further encourages China in its foreign policy to secure the stability of their national energy security in the future, especially in the natural gas and crude oil sectors. Therefore, hydrocarbon fuels have been considered an important energy source for China in supporting the pace of growth and the progress of its industry and national economy.

Under Xi Jinping, China becomes an increasingly active country orienting in energy diplomacy relations with various major energy-producing countries, including Russia. In the context of China and Russia energy cooperation, both countries have quite similar foreign policy views and orientations as making energy a strategic commodity and an important instrument in foreign policy (Xu & Reisinger, 2018). Since the 1990s, the energy cooperations between the two countries have been increasingly showing rapid development. The two countries signed the draft cooperation on the construction of the Eastern Siberian pipeline in 1996, which extended until 2003 through the agreement on the construction of the Eastern Pacific-Ocean Pipeline (ESPO). ESPO has become an important pillar of the two countries’ strategic partnership in the energy sector (Kononczuk, 2008).
Since the beginning, the construction of the East Siberian pipeline has been an important part of the two countries' energy diplomacy relations. The Eastern Siberian region is considered to be a stable energy route for China's energy security. The region also relates to the potential of considerable energy resources. Considering the capacity of potential crude oil energy resources in the region, Russia is able to supply China with an annual capacity of 100-150 million tonnes of oil by 2029, which will be increased with an annual capacity of 200-210 million tonnes by 2035 (Leung, 2011). In the natural gas sector, the East Siberia and the Far East regions (Russia Far East) have the potential of natural gas reserves reaching 59 ton m$^3$ with the prospect of natural gas resources reaching 9.6 ton m$^3$ (Kontorovich et al., 2018). The abundance of potential energy resources of the Eastern Siberian region is an integral part of the strategic energy partnership between China and Russia.

The situation above has made China under the leadership of President Xi Jinping increasingly seek to increase the intensity of energy diplomacy relations between China and Russia. The two countries have had a common view and interest in creating mutually beneficial cooperation relationships through energy diplomacy. Russia, which has great energy resource potential, especially in the natural gas and crude oil sectors, is an attraction for China to increase efforts to diversify China's energy imports that have been dependent on the Middle East region. As for Russia, energy cooperation with China is an important part for Russia to increase its energy export capacity in the Chinese energy market (Yi Lee, 2019). Since the end of the Cold War, the two countries have increasingly made energy a strategic instrument to improve bilateral cooperation and economic relations between the two countries (Downs, 2006).

The implementation of the energy diplomacy relations between the two countries in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline was further enhanced during the time of President Xi Jinping. The energy cooperations cover two major projects in it, namely the ESPO pipeline and the Power of Siberia. The great deal struck in 2014 between President Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin in
constructing the Power of Siberia pipeline became a major project for both countries to develop the East Siberian pipeline project (Bolt, 2016). The agreement on the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline project by building the Power of Siberia became a significant momentum for the energy cooperation of the two countries.

In his article entitled "The energy factor in China's Foreign Policy", Ziegler (2006) explains that China as an energy consumer country has a crucial strategy pattern reflected in the implementation of their energy diplomacy, including efforts to diversify Chinese energy imports through bilateral frameworks, the involvement of actors of Chinese national energy companies, and its diplomacy efforts through multilateral frameworks. The series of energy diplomacy efforts built by China against Russia in developing the Eastern Siberian pipeline prove the strategy. In an article entitled "Financial and Energy Security Analysis of China's loan for oil deals", Gholz, et al. (2017) explains that China, through its "Going out" policy, actively supports its national energy companies to participate in a series of energy cooperation and in the implementation of energy pipeline projects. It is almost similar to Ziegler’s statements. China’s diplomatic efforts in developing the Eastern Siberian pipeline involve its national energy companies, such as China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and SINOPEC.

They participate in constructing energy pipeline projects in the Eastern Siberian region through the ESPO and Power of Siberia projects. In the article entitled "The energy nexus in China-Russia Strategic Partnership", Yilmaz & Daksueva (2017) explain that CNPC and Rosneft have agreed on joint exploration cooperation in oil and natural gas fields in eastern Siberia. Another agreement was also struck between SINOPEC and Rosneft to build exploration fields in the Yurubchenco-Tokhomskoye, Russkoye regions. The deals show that the Eastern Siberian region has become a strategic area for energy business relations of energy companies built within the framework of China-Russia cooperation. Rab & Zhilong (2019), through their article entitled "China and Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO): Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) Perspective", explain that
China is also an active country in building energy cooperation through multilateral forums. The establishment of the SCO Energy Club forum in 2013 has been developed into an important platform for China and Russia in implementing their energy projects that will involve many Central Asian countries and the SCO.

China’s geopolitical motivation in the BRI has provided a new perspective on China’s energy diplomacy maneuvers towards Russia in the development of the Eastern Siberia Pipeline. China under the leadership of Xi Jinping, considers that the Eastern Siberia regions will become an important route in their energy geopolitical in Eurasian region. This situation shows that the implementation of China's energy diplomacy towards Russia in the development of the East Siberian pipeline has an interesting pattern of energy diplomacy strategy to discuss intensely. Based on the literature review described in the study, the authors attempt to analyze the extent of China's energy diplomacy efforts towards Russia in developing the Eastern Siberian pipeline under the leadership of President Xi Jinping. It refers to China’s main interests in maintaining its national energy security stability in the future. Through this research it can be shown that China’s energy diplomacy maneuver against Russia has become a strategic energy diplomacy model for other countries. China’s intelligence in designing their energy diplomacy strategy will have broad implications in the realm of international politics.

**ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK**

**Conceptual Definition of Energy Diplomacy**

Conceptually, energy diplomacy has an expansive view. Energy diplomacy is part of a country’s foreign policy that aims to build a cooperation relationship in the international realm to maintain the stability of their energy supply. In the context of the foreign policy conducted by consumer countries, energy diplomacy is a form of foreign policy activities and instruments of a country to secure access
to energy markets to maintain the stability of their energy security. In contrast to the producing countries in their foreign policy, they consider that energy diplomacy is a strategic instrument for producing countries to improve their energy trading relations (Goldthau, 2010: 17-19).

Energy diplomacy conception, in another view, is also explained by Giuli (2015). He states that state actors generally carry out energy diplomacy in its implementation to maximize their potential strength in improving access to resources and energy markets. However, in practice, energy diplomacy also involves many important non-state actors, such as the national energy companies who play as business actors. Energy diplomacy also closely relates to aspects of a country's national interest to maintain energy security stability and national economic development (Bovan et al., 2019). This can be reflected in the implementation of energy diplomacy built by China. In Yi Lee's view (2019), energy security stability has been an important factor in China's foreign policy implementation. It drives China to become an active country in building its energy diplomacy efforts and actively involved in the investment of a series of energy infrastructure development in various countries, such as Russia, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, and Saudi Arabia.

In the practice of Chinese energy diplomacy described by Ziegler (2006), China has a series of strategies used to implement its energy diplomacy. In its foreign policy, China is not only focused on efforts to build energy cooperation through the bilateral framework, but China is also very open in building cooperations within the multilateral framework. Furthermore, to support its energy security, China strongly supports the involvement of its national energy companies to engage in the investment activities of their energy projects. In their article entitled "China's energy diplomacy: SOE relations in the Context of Global Distribution and Investment Pattern", Chi Yeh & Wei Yu (2012) describe that China strongly supports their national energy companies, such as CNPC, SINOPEC, and CNOOC to enhance energy cooperation activities in the global realm with various strategic countries. This is paralleled with China's goals and
interests to maintain the stability of their energy supply which is an essential part of China's national economic development.

Based on the explanation of the conception of energy diplomacy above, the authors draw three plausible sets of China’s strategies: bilateral frameworks, multilateral networks, and the involvement of actors of its national energy companies. All of the strategies aim to achieve China’s goal of creating diversification of energy imports to maintain its energy security in the future. These three strategies will be the authors’ focus in analyzing the extent of the implementation of China's energy diplomacy relations with Russia in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline under the leadership of President Xi Jinping. This can be described through the conceptual framework as follows:
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**Figure 1.** The Chart of Implementation China’s Energy Diplomacy  
Source: Managed by Authors from Various Sources

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**
In this study, discussions then focused on the implementation of China’s energy diplomacy with Russia in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline during the leadership of President Xi Jinping.

**China-Russia Energy Cooperation in the Eastern Siberia Pipeline Project**

China-Russia cooperation has been established for a long time. The relations have been established since the agreement of Nerchinsk Treaty in 1689 and the Aigun Treaty in 1858 (Shioya, 2019). This became part of an important milestone in the history of the two countries' relations in the international political scene. At the end of the Cold War, the two countries began normalizing diplomatic relations. Until 1992, the two countries increasingly showed the intensity of bilateral relations. In 1996, both countries signed for the Strategic Partnership Agreement. The two countries committed to create a pattern of mutually beneficial cooperation (Megits, 2016). After the end of the Cold War, China became an important partner for the Russian economy. The intensity of bilateral relations is increasingly promising, especially in the energy cooperation sector (Hsu & Soong, 2014).

Energy has become an important instrument within the cooperation framework relationship between the two. This can be seen from the intensity of the relationship in improving energy trade through a number of oil and natural gas pipeline infrastructure projects that further strengthen their energy cooperation in the future (Hsu & Soong, 2014). On 1996, the two countries began discussions on the construction of energy pipeline infrastructure projects in the Eastern Siberian Pipeline. Until 2003, the two countries began to agree on realizing the construction of the East Siberian pipeline through the Eastern Siberia Pacific Ocean (ESPO) project in 2003 (Henderson & Mitrova, 2016: 11-12).

Geographically, the construction of energy pipeline projects in the Eastern Siberian region is considered to provide access to relatively cheaper and safer energy lines (Sagena et al., 2019). This what makes China very ambitious in the
construction of the Eastern Siberian pipeline project. In 2003, through the Chiba First diplomacy strategy, China had to compete with Japan to convince Russia to build the ESPO oil pipeline on the Daqing route (Masuda, 2007).

The bankruptcy of Yukos Corporation in 2003 had brought the construction of the ESPO pipeline to a halt. Until 2005, China provided loan assistance to Russia to acquire Yukos shares. After a lengthy negotiation process, in 2006 China through CNPC and Russia through Rosneft, the two companies became major players in the construction of the ESPO pipeline. Both companies are also actively involved in oil exploration in Eastern Siberia (Eder, 2014: 44-45). In 2009, it became a major momentum for the cooperation of the two countries in the construction of the ESPO pipeline. Through a "loan for oil" agreement, China provided US$ 25 billion in loans to Russian energy companies Rosneft and Transneft to resume construction of the ESPO pipeline, which targeted to complete in 2012 with crude oil supply capacity reaching 300 thousand barrels/day (Leung et al., 2011).

![Figure 2. East Siberia Oil and Gas Energy Pipeline Route (ESPO and Power of Siberia)](source: Shi. 2016. Energy Studies Institute. Vol. 8, No.5)

Since 2013, under the leadership of President Xi Jinping, China has been increasing the intensity of energy cooperation relations in the development of the
East Siberian pipeline. The leadership of President Xi Jinping, with his geopolitical ambitions in the idea of the Belt Road Initiative (BRI), has made energy one of the major agendas in the Chinese foreign policy. BRI has been part of China's strategy to build a series of energy cooperation with major energy-producing countries, such as Russia (Wang, 2019). The intensity of the two's relations is increasingly seen through a number of development projects of the Eastern Siberian pipeline. The increase can be seen in the crude oil supply capacity of ESPO 1 pipeline to 58 million tonnes/year in 2014. Meanwhile, in 2017, oil supply capacity through the Skovordino pipeline was increased to 30 million/year and the Skovordino-Mohe pipeline to 28 million tonnes/year in 2018 (Transneft, Nov. 27, 2019).

Another agreement took place in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline under the leadership of President Xi Jinping, namely with the successful construction of the Power of Siberia natural gas pipeline. Meeting President Xi Jinping with Russian President (Vladimir Putin) in 2014 in Shanghai, the two countries agreed to construct the Power of Siberia pipeline, which has been a discussion between the two countries since 2004. In the agreement, the two countries agreed to begin construction of the Power of Siberia pipeline in 2015, which will connect Russia's natural gas pipelines in the Eastern and Western Siberian regions (Overland & Kubayeva, 2018: 104).

The Power of Siberia project as a form of commitment of the two countries in developing the East Siberian energy pipeline has become a great momentum for the two countries to increase further energy cooperations between the two countries in the Eastern Siberian region. The construction of the 4,000 km Power of Siberia pipeline will be a mega project in the two countries' energy cooperation history. The project will cost Russia investment funds through Gazprom, reaching US$ 55 billion in addition to the deal, China is willing to provide an injection of funds reaching US$ 25 billion (Roberts, 2016).

The increasing intensity of the two countries' energy cooperation in developing the East Siberian pipeline further makes the two countries' energy
cooperation optimistic in the future. This is inseparable from China's growing economy, which increasingly requires a large supply of oil and natural gas energy and China's ambition to increase the diversification of its energy imports, which have been dependent on the Middle East and the Malacca Straits. The Russians also possess the same motivation to build their Eastern Siberian and Russian Far East strategy. On the other hand, Russia is also working to increase its export diversification by making China its strategic partner (Kumar & Chatnani, 2018). This is the driving factor for the energy diplomacy relationship between the two countries in the future.

The Implementation of China's Energy Diplomacy Towards Russia in the Eastern Siberia Pipeline Development

The long historical relationship between China and Russia in the energy cooperation is increasingly leading to a very complex strategic partnership. The strategic partnership of the two countries in the energy sector has had a broad implication on the two countries' political relation and has had a broad implication on the two countries' political relation. Since the beginning, the dynamics of the East Siberian pipeline construction have been influenced by the two countries' political and economic motivations amidst the existing international political dynamics.

China, which was under President Xi Jinping's leadership, has its strategic pattern of building and formulating its energy diplomacy relationship with Russia. It includes strategic efforts made by China against Russia to develop the Eastern Siberian pipeline.

China-Russia Bilateral Energy Cooperation Framework

Diversification of energy imports has been an essential agenda in China's foreign policy under the leadership of President Xi Jinping. In Kusuma's view (2014), China's enormous dependence on their traditional energy routes in the
Straits of Malacca made it a dilemma for China's energy security (Malacca dilemma). This is inseparable from China's problems in the South China Sea region which is considered to be able to impact their energy and trade routes through the Strait of Malacca. The sensitivity of political and security relations between China with the India and United States in the Malacca Strait region is a source of threat to the stability of China’s energy route in the Malacca strait. Since the leadership of President Hu Jintao, this situation has increasingly pushed China’s orientation to reduce their dependence on the Malacca Strait (Putra, 2020).

This situation further encourages China's policy to improve its relations with Russia to diversify China's energy imports. The Eastern Siberian pipeline project is considered an important instrument in the bilateral energy cooperation relationship of the two countries. This can be seen with the energy trade contracts of the two countries that have been increasing since 2013. In 2013, the two countries agreed on a crude oil trade value of US$ 270 billion. Through this agreement, China will get a relativity cheaper supply of crude oil from Russia. Under the deal, Russia through its largest oil company Rosneft, will provide China with crude oil supplies reaching 365 million tonnes over the next 25 years or with an average annual oil supply of 14-15 million tonnes/year (Paik, 2015: 4-6). The crude oil trade agreement between the two countries from the year 2013 to 2014 reached US$ 355 billion. Another considerable momentum also occurred when President Xi Jinping held a meeting with Vladimir Putin in Moscow in 2013. The two countries agreed on an expansion of energy cooperation in the Eastern Siberian and Western Siberian regions. It would mark another milestone in the energy trade relations of the two countries in the future (Zhang & Serdar, 2017).

The Eastern Siberian oil pipeline or ESPO is an important key to increasing oil trade between the two countries. One of the evidences happened in June 2015, when Russia shifted Saudi Arabia as the largest crude oil supplier to China. Furthermore, Russia's deteriorating relations with the West in the
aftermath of the Crimean conflict have become a momentum for China and Russia to enhance its energy cooperation further. Both countries agreed on natural gas trade whose value reaches US$ 400 billion with an annual volume capacity of up to 38 bcm over the next 30 years. Through this agreement, the two countries also approved the construction of a Power of Siberia gas pipeline that will be a strategic route for both countries in the Eastern Siberian region (Skalamera, 2016).

The Eastern Siberia Pipeline will be a strategic energy route’s for China to obtain a safe and cheap energy route. So that this will reduce China’s dependence on their traditional energy route’s, such as the Malaca Strait. Eastern Siberia will be an important arena for energy cooperation relations between the two countries. However, China implements its bilateral energy diplomacy relations with Russia by involving a large network of its national energy companies to develop energy pipelines in the Eastern Siberian region.

The Involvement Of China’s National Energy Companies

In its energy diplomacy activities, China is a country that is very active in facilitating its national energy companies to develop their investment networks in various strategic areas. The presence of national energy companies in China’s energy diplomacy, has a vital role in China’s efforts to maintain its energy security. This can be seen from the last few decades in the implementation of energy diplomacy. In addition, the national energy companies have contributed significantly to Chinese energy projects abroad (Chirstoffersen, 2016).

Through its “Going out Policy”, China further encourages increased investment of their national energy companies, especially for the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) partners. The policy is an integral part for China to get a lot of energy supply that is mainly owned by their BRI partners (Shi & Cai, 2020). This can be seen in China’s energy diplomacy relations with Russia in developing the Eastern Siberian pipeline. In 2013, China through CNPC and Russia through
Rosneft agreed to increase oil supply capacity for China through the ESPO 1 pipeline. Under the deal, Rosneft will increase crude oil supplies to China through CNPC by 58 million tonnes in 2015 and 80 million tonnes by 2020. Not only CNPC, another Chinese energy company, SINOPEC also participated in increasing ESPO pipeline oil supply capacity through a "ten year's deal" with Rosneft. In the agreement, SINOPEC-Rosneft agreed an oil trading contract with a value of US$ 85 billion (Roseth, 2017).

Another deal also took place between Rosneft and CNPC in October 2013. Under the deal, CNPC and Rosneft will build oil exploration fields in the Far East and Siberia region with a 49% stake owned by CNPC and 51% held by Rosneft. Until 2016, CNPC again made new breakthroughs by building an ESPO pipeline branch that will connect the Mohe-Daqing region targeted to be completed in 2018. This branch of the ESPO pipeline is expected to increase Russia's oil export capacity to China by 19.7% in 2018 (Liao, 2019). Russia through Transneft has committed to increase the ESPO I pipeline with a supply capacity of 58 million tonnes/year in 2014. In addition, Transneft will increase the oil production capacity of the Skovordino pipeline to 30 million tons/year in 2017. While in the ESPO II pipeline, in 2015 Transneft has built an oil refinery with a capacity of 6 million tonnes/year in the Khabarovsk region and built an oil refinery in the Komsomolsk region that began operations in 2019 with a capacity of 8 million tonnes/year (Transneft, Nov. 27, 2019).

The realization of ESPO pipeline development has had a positive impact on China. Where in 2019, Russia's crude oil exports to China rose to 9.8% with the value of crude oil exports reaching 30.54 million tonnes (Liao, 2019). In 2014 at the Shanghai Summit, CNPC and Gazprom participated in a natural gas trade agreement between the two countries. Under the deal, CNPC will get natural gas supplies from Gazprom with an annual average of 38 bcm over the next 30 years. In addition CNPC and Gazprom will work together on the construction of the Power of Siberia project which will be an important part of the cooperation relationship between the two countries in the natural gas sector (Charap et al.,
Thus, China builds the framework of energy diplomacy through the bilateral framework and a multilateral framework.

**China’s Energy Diplomacy Towards Russia Through Multilateral Framework**

The complexity of the development of the East Siberian pipeline project, which closely relates to the geopolitical, economic, and security motivations of the two countries, makes this situation further encourage the two countries to increase the intensity of their cooperation relations in the multilateral forum. The Power of Siberia project, which is undergoing expansion through the Power of Siberia 2 project, includes the Western Siberian region and Eastern Siberia which integrated with the Mongolian region. Gazprom as the main actor in the construction of the Power of Siberia 2 project will attempt to complete the construction of the natural gas pipeline with a capacity of up to 50 bcm/year (Smith, Sept. 18, 2020).
The presence of the Proyek Power of Siberia, which is part of the East Siberian region’s infrastructure development efforts that will accelerate the integration of the Eurasian region, further encourages China-Russia to organize their cooperation in a multilateral framework seriously. In Bennett’s view (2016), what motivates Russia to strongly support multilateral diplomacy efforts through the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) forum in infrastructure development efforts in the Eastern Siberian region and Russia’s Far East is a political consideration. Until 2013, China and Russia successfully encouraged the establishment of the SCO Energy Club, which will be a multilateral instrument for the relationship between the two.

The presence of the SCO Energy Club will make it easier for the two countries to collaborate with SCO countries to participate in developing integrated energy infrastructure and energy markets (Golobokov, 2016). This makes the SCO Energy Club’s cooperation framework considered an essential instrument in supporting the development of the Power of Siberia developed by China and Russia. The involvement of SCO and Central Asian countries, such as Mongolia, in the development of the Power of Siberia, is considered to require a more complex framework of cooperation, and this is what can be facilitated through the establishment of the SCO Energy Club (Golobokov, 2016). The presence of SCO and SCO Energy Club is considered an important part of maneuvering the two countries’ energy diplomacy.

This is inseparable from the involvement of Central Asian countries that will be heavily involved in espo pipeline projects and the Power of Siberia. It is seen by Gubaidullina et al., (2020) that the presence of SCO and SCO Energy Club will be a strategic platform for both countries to gain political support, security and efforts to create joint economic integration in the Eurasian region which has been the main objective and interest pursued by China and Russia. The presence
of SCO is considered to be a framework of cooperation that has great potential for China's energy security in the future.

CONCLUSION

The series of development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline project has been an important part of the energy cooperation relationship built by China with Russia. The huge potential of the Eastern Siberian energy pipeline is considered to provide China with safe and cheap access to energy. This makes China increasingly prioritize their energy diplomacy over Russia in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline through the ESPO and Power of Siberia projects.

The development of the East Siberian pipeline through the ESPO and the Power of Siberia, is considered to be an important part of China's energy import diversification efforts to realize its energy security stability amidst its national economic and industrial growth. China in its energy diplomacy implementation efforts with Russia has a special strategy built with Russia, including bilateral frameworks, multilateral networks, and the involvement of corporate actors. Within the framework of bilateral cooperation, President Xi Jinping's closeness to Vladimir Putin is an important key to the relationship of energy cooperation between the two. In addition, China's implementation of its energy diplomacy, through its "Going out Policy" policy, further encourages actors of its national energy companies, CNPC and SINOPEC, to be actively involved in a series of East Siberian pipeline development through the ESPO and Power of Siberia projects.

Under President Xi Jinping, China further increased its energy diplomacy with Russia concerning Eastern Siberian pipeline projects. This can be seen by the efforts of China-Russia energy diplomacy which is not only built through the bilateral framework. The two countries also actively build their energy diplomacy relations through a multilateral framework platform in the SCO forum, which then developed into the SCO Energy Club. This is a strategic step for both countries to accelerate the East Siberian transnational pipeline development by involving SCO countries and Central Asia.
This situation further demonstrates that the East Siberian pipeline has become a strategic arena for the implementation of China’s energy diplomacy towards Russia in the future. Various major agreements have accrued in the China-Russia energy cooperation relationship in the development of the East Siberia Pipeline, such as the expansion of the ESPO pipeline, the construction of the Power of Siberia pipeline, and the increase in the supply of Russian oil and natural gas to China. China’s geopolitical motivation in the BRI has become an important instrument in China’s energy diplomacy towards Russia. This shows the strength of China’s energy diplomacy under the leadership of Xi Jinping. The strategic partnership of the two countries in the development of the Eastern Siberian pipeline, is considered an important part for China to get a lot of oil and natural gas energy supply from Russia. The large supply of crude oil and natural gas that Russia will provide to China will be an important part for China to further boost its national economic and industrial growth.
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